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Social and Scientific Implications of Genetic Testing in the Digital Age
Yaruska Ordinola 1, Marian Goldsmith 2
1Social and Behavioral Sciences, 2Biological Sciences, University of Rhode Island
Introduction
After the first full human DNA sequence was generated and published by the Human Genome
Project in 2003, the sudden merging of the scientific, digital, and public worlds began to become deeply
intertwined. As geneticists have identified countless genetic markers and variants within the human
population, cheaper and faster sequencing methods have been developed that allow Direct-toConsumer (DTC) companies to provide personal genomic analyses. This project attempts to capture a
glimpse of this rapidly growing field.
Understanding the DTC field of personal genomics and its interpretation of technical
information is valuable in creating public understanding about genetics. As new government policies
emerge to assess DTC companies, a new arising uncertainty also impacts public interpretation of
personal information provided by DTC companies. This new concern arises from the development of
independent Web servers that seek to interpret genomic data which are regulated for DTC companies,
but not for free Web servers. These unregulated services can provide medical links and explanations
with less precaution. Although these services are an alternative form of interpreting data, they can
potentially disseminate misleading information to the public about how genetics are applied to complex
human biological processes.
Methods
The methods used to complete this project were: A literature review of 10 years of published
works on personal genomics was conducted. After acquiring results from the commercial personal
genomics company, 23andMe, raw data was used to explore the following federally and university
supported scientifically validated open access reference databases: NCBI1, UCSC Genome browser2,
Human Genome Project3, 1000 Genomes project4, and HapMap5. A survey of online databases hosted by
commercial and unregulated sources was also conducted for the following sites: Promethease,
Interpretome, Genetic Hereditary Calculator, LiveWello, Genetic Genie, and Athletigen (refer to Table 2).
Results and discussion: As the beginning of a new era of genetics emerges
Figures 1, 2, and 3 display three different databases that are available to the public which allow
the display and visual representation of genes and markers. These public databases allow the navigation
of the human genome, which was created from a reference genome validated by professional staff at
the NCBI. This essentially allows for individuals to be able to perceive the complexity of how genomes
are annotated, as well as the information utilized which contributes to the understanding of how genes
work within organisms. The 3 displays of separate public databases used to explore the MCM6 gene
exhibit three alternative methods by which the public can navigate the same gene. These displays also

1

National Center for Biotechnology Information: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
University of California Santa Cruz: https://genome.ucsc.edu/
3
Human Genome Projecthttps://www.genome.gov/10001772/all-about-the--human-genome-project-hgp/
4
1000 Genomes Project: www.1000genomes.org/
5
International HapMap Project: https://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
2
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show how 3 different annotated and scientifically valid databases can differ in their analysis of genes,
based on the same information.
Table 1 displays the difference between direct sequencing and genotyping, the two main
methods used to acquire raw genome data. Differences between these in completeness of acquired
data are significant in terms of how DTC providers are interpreting their results, genotyping being the
most common and least complete method. Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) interpretation is
often based on patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) which are based on the statistical probability of
the relationship between alleles (genetic variants) and traits at different locations in the genome. Critical
interpretation of the accuracy and imputed function of detected variants as interpreted by statistical
significance is essential. It is also important to acknowledge how genomic companies can vary in their
interpretation of variants to the public.
Table 2 displays alternative ways to analyze raw data provided by DTC companies that are
available to the public. These are referred to as personal genomic interpretative sites, and can vary in
the type of intended objectives for using personal genomic data. Alternative genomic interpretive sites
such as Promethease, Interpretome, Genetic Heredity Calculator, and LiveWello use scientifically
validated databases and allow access to already published medical information that links directly to
health reports. The interpretation of health reports is based on constantly published and updated
research that is associated with certain genetic markers. Although these can be helpful in terms of
understanding a genetic marker, these are also continually updated and can be subject to change. Other
genomic interpretive sites such as Genetic Genie and Athletigen use a combination of these databases
as well as published articles that provide further interpretation for the audience they’re targeting.
Genetic Genie offers 2 types of analysis: methylation analysis and a detox analysis. They specifically
apply their services to methylation genetics, which focuses on DNA methylation. Methylation modifies
the function of DNA and is used to study epigenetics (Bird, 2002). Within their methylation analysis they
explain how it can potentially be used to alter personal methylation patterns by applying different types
of nutrition. Although the supporting information provided by the site seems to be scientifically valid,
the site is not sponsored nor endorsed by any scientific community. Their disclaimer also states that
they do not take any responsibility that any of their information is “accurate, complete, or current.”
Athletigen specifically focuses on athletic performance, and offers personalized reports in order to aid
individuals achieve a maximum physical performance. In their site they offer to report on “athleticism,
nutrition, and psychological predispositions,” in addition to providing individuals with a personalized
profile that will combine their reports to aid in achieving top physical performance. Similar to Genetic
Genie, Athletigen is not sponsored nor endorsed by any scientifically validated community and they
seem to create the impression that an individual can reach an ideal physical form. Neither of the latter
applications are well-established in the scientific community as valid interpretation or application of
these kinds of data. Although on the surface both Genetic Genie and Athletigen seem to provide their
services based on scientific facts, they both rely on research that has made very controversial
correlations between genes and environment.
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Implications and conclusions
The delicate implications of making personal genomic information available to the public are heightened
as new ways of interpreting genetic data are developed. This available information and published
research are constantly changing the understanding of genomic data. However, the pendulum has
shifted in the field of personal genomics, from fairly privatized research not readily available to the
public, towards openly public display and interpretation of personal genomic data. Although DTC
providers are being targeted by regulators such as the Food and Drug Administration, interpretive sites
(Table 2), which are the result of a desire to acquire more information from one’s own genome without
the necessity of setting foot into a medical examiner’s office, are not. Whatever the reason for obtaining
personal genetic information, the need to have an understanding about the limitations behind its
interpretation should be emphasized, specifically to avoid promoting genetically deterministic ideology
that could potentially have damaging effects on our understanding of how genes work. Whether this
information is publically accessible shouldn’t be of concern, but rather the societal and ethical
implications that will allow the public to have a productive discussion about the human genome. This
alone raises legal, ethical, and social concerns. Implications of making personal genomic information
available is intensified by the access to alternative interpretative sites that are not regulated. This would
not be a concern if the understanding and interpretation of genetics were not constantly changing by
continually published research.
In sum, the public should be highly critical about what kind of information they receive, along with its
interpretations, but also simultaneously be able to know how to navigate these publically available sites
and explore their own personal genomic information. Although personal genomics is an exciting new
growing field, the public should be hesitant in accepting simple answers to the very complex
relationships that exist between biological (i.e., genetic) and environmental processes.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Gene MCM6 from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Both genomic
concepts and visual genomic regions of the gene MCM6 located in chromosome 2 are present.

Figure 2. Gene MCM6 located on chromosome 2 from University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC)
genome browser. A series of features and tracks are displayed that can be turned on and off depending
on what is being searched on the gene.
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Figure 3. Genomic view of Gene MCM6 located in chromosome 2, from the GeneCard Human Gene
Database provided by the Weizman Institute of Science. Under the ‘Genomics for MCM6 gene,’ it also
continues to display a visual of where the gene is located on the chromosome, but does not immediately
provide further detail about the sequence of the gene itself.








Sequencing
De novo sequencing: whole
DNA sequence is assembled
from the beginning.
Resequencing: when
genome is sequenced
according to reference
genome.
Targeted genome
sequencing: targets
particular areas of the
genome.
Exome6 sequencing: use of
exomes to determine
regions using labeled
‘probes’ that allows for
these to be sequenced.



Genotyping
Based off a single
nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) microarray that
matches DNA to a premade probe that contains
different variants of
particular SNP.

Table 1. Differences between the processes of DNA sequencing and genotyping. Genotyping is more
commonly used by Direct-to-Consumer providers.

6

Exomes are part of the genome formed by exons, which are sequences that are transcribed and remain after
introns are removed.
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Web Server
Promethease7

Database
Sponsor
SNPedia; Wikipedia
Wikipedia
based Bioinformatics

Interpretome8

Server side database

Stanford
University

Genetic Heredity
Calculator9

Uses federal public
databases.10

Greg Frieger

LiveWello11

Using public data
base: NCBI’s dbSNP
to create algorithms
which interpret raw
data.
Nutrigenomics
research
“High impact, peerreviewed genetic
association research
projects.”-Athletigen

Independent

Genetic Genie12
Athletigen 13

Genetic
Genie LLC
Athletigen
Technologies
Inc.

Objective
Provide more information
from raw data by analysis
SNPs
Provides an alternative form
to browse data and linked
medical interpretation.
Provide an alternative form
to browse data and linked
medical interpretation.
To create health and variance
reports, works as a social
health application.

Cost
5$

Aims to provide methylation
and detox analysis
Aims to provide an exercise
regime and lifestyle based on
genetics

Free

Free

Free

19.95$

199$/Free

Table 2. Six interpretative websites that use raw data from Direct-to-Consumer sites. Database, Sponsor,
objective, and cost of site are displayed.

7

https://promethease.com/
http://www.interpretome.com/
9
http://dna.frieger.com/index.php
10
Genome databases used: Ensembl (http://useast.ensembl.org/index.html) , UCSC Genome Bioinformatics
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/), Catalog of Published Genome-Wide Association Studies
(https://www.genome.gov/page.cfm?pageid=26525384), SNPedia (http://snpedia.com/index.php/SNPedia),
OpenSNP (https://opensnp.org/)
11
https://livewello.com/
12
http://geneticgenie.org/
13
https://www.athletigen.com/
8
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